WESTLAW EDGE IS COMING
Westlaw is being updated to Westlaw Edge with added functionality such as litigation analytics and enhanced KeyCite. Here are three new features from Westlaw Edge:

1. Statutes Compare and Regulations Compare
   Better understand evolving law by viewing changes to a statute or federal regulation, and compare any two versions with the new "Compare Versions" button on the statute language page.

2. KeyCite Overruling Risk
   KeyCite Overruling Risk flags cases that rely on an overruled or otherwise invalid prior decision so that you can zero in on issues that may undermine or support your argument.

3. WestSearch Plus
   Predictive typeahead gives you relevant queries in the Global Search box. Find answers faster by clicking a suggestion to see the most relevant text along with links to relevant cases at the top of the results list.

CHANGES TO BLOOMBERG LAW/ BNA LAW REPORTS
BNA Premier will retire on December 31, 2018. While the format is going away, most of the resources will still be available on Bloomberg Law. Bloomberg Law News now on Bloomberg Law is the enhanced version of BNA Law Reports. All of the content in the BNA Resource Centers has migrated to Practice Centers on Bloomberg Law. You can access these Practice Centers by opening the Browse Menu on the upper left side of the site, and then clicking on the Practice Centers tab.

Don’t forget! Bloomberg Law gives you access to federal, state and international dockets. A lot of dockets traditionally only found on PACER are available through Bloomberg Law. If you have any questions about changes to Bloomberg Law, contact a reference librarian.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
Whether you are traveling far, or staying near, the Law Library staff wishes you and your family best wishes this holiday season and a happy new year!